Course Audit for Major

Physics Component
PHYS 121 (or 131)____
PHYS 122 (or 132)____

Chemistry Component
CHEM 107/117____
CHEM 108/118____
CHEM 241/243____
CHEM 242/244____

Cell and Molecular Biology Components
CMB Core Component:
General Biology - CELL 101 ________________
Genetics - CELL 205 ________________
Molecular Biology - CELL 311 ________________
Cell Biology - CELL 301 ________________
Biochemistry - CELL 401
  or CENG 445 or CHEM 383 + 384 ________________
Cell Lab - CELL 302, or
  Molecular Lab - CELL 312 ________________
Cell Lecture or Lecture/Lab: ________________

CMB Elective Component:
Two must be lab courses. May be filled from list of approved courses from other departments. One lab may be satisfied by independent research (CELL 491, 492, 495, 496, H499 or H500).

LAB ELECTIVE ________________
LAB ELECTIVE ________________
LECTURE OR LAB ELECTIVE ________________